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Introducing  
Bloomberg Law 

Bloomberg Law® is the first real-time legal research system 
that integrates innovative search technology, comprehensive 
legal content, company and client information, and proprietary 
news all in one place. This collaborative workspace also 
includes a suite of new tools for more effective legal analysis 
and more productive client development.

Our comprehensive database includes case law, dockets, 
legislative and regulatory materials, current awareness, and 
more. A secure workspace lets you save and share your 
research and notes with selected colleagues.

It is completely integrated, completely customizable, and  
above all, completely user-friendly. 

And it is about to change the way you work.
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Getting Started 
Bloomberg is committed to maintaining the highest standards 
of security and protection for all of the information you use, 
store, and share on www.bloomberglaw.com. For this reason, 
every user is required to be authenticated each time he or she 
logs in to the system.

Your Bloomberg Law Service Representative will provide you 
with hardware that will allow you the flexibility to log in from 
almost anywhere. 

To schedule a time for setup, contact your representative 
directly or call our 24/7 Live Help Center at +1 212 318 2800
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Quick Search 
Quick Search allows you to retrieve documents quickly and 
easily without having to navigate the source tree. 

Getting a Document by Citation

1.  On the menu bar at the top of the screen,  
click  quick search. It will default to Get  
Document by Citation.

2.  Type the citation for the document you need in  
the search field, and press Enter or click GO .

Other Quick Search Options

Alternatively, you can type keywords or a docket  
number into the search field and instantly search  
the following databases:

	 • Dockets 
	 • News
	 • Opinions 
	 • People

TIP  Need navigation assistance? Click    on the  
        top right of your screen to access the Help Desk  
        and training materials. 

Quick Search database options
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Search by Source 
1.  On the menu on the left side of the screen,  

click Search.

    The following screen appears. 
 

Clicking on the plus signs to the left of the sources in  
the Source Tree enables you to drill down and select a  
specific source.

2.  Drill down, select U.S. Courts > Court Opinions,  
and click .

Default Source Tree

This adds the source to the Selected Sources pane.

Adding Court Opinions
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3.  In the Search Query field, enter your search terms.

4. Set the Search Type to Boolean On.

5.  Click .

     Your search results appear in a numbered list. 

6.  On the right side of the screen, in the FILTER RESULTS  
pane, further narrow your results by clicking on the relevant  
topic or industry. 

Filter Results pane
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Points of Law appearing via Headnotes

Points of Law are legal principles condensed from opinions 
that help lawyers quickly identify the strongest cases that  
support their arguments. 

All Bloomberg Points of Law are written by attorneys and 
supported by lead case authority. In addition, the Points 
of Law link you to subsequent cases that support the 
same legal principle.

Bloomberg Points of Law are available via

	 • Headnotes 
	 • Bloomberg Law Digest

To view Points of Law via Bloomberg Headnotes,  
click headnotes on the gray toolbar located at the top  
of your case.

Bloomberg Points of Law
and Headnotes
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To view Points of Law via the Bloomberg Law Digest

1. Select a topic in the Law Digest.

   

2.  Using the Jurisdiction menu, select a jurisdiction to filter  
your Points of Law further. 

  

Available Jurisdictions

Points of Law that correspond to the selected topic “Churning”
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Bloomberg Law Citator
After you retrieve a case, the Bloomberg Law Citator allows 
you to verify whether it is still good law. The Bloomberg Law 
Citator may also be used to conduct further research. You 
are able to review cases that reference your case and quickly 
view the portion of the case being analyzed. 

Along the right side of the screen, a Composite Analysis 
of the citation treatment appears. This delivers a quick 
graphical overview of how your case has been treated.

The Bcite button appears on the gray toolbar located at the 
top of each case. 

Click this button to view the full Bloomberg Law Citator 
Report including Direct History, Citation Analysis, and 
Current Case, which is a list of the cases cited within the 
opinion you are viewing.

All cases cited within Bloomberg Law Citator are 
hyperlinked, so you can quickly and easily view them.

Composite Analysis of a case

Citation Analysis selected
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Workspace 
Saving and Sharing Your Research
Workspace allows you to save and share research, news 
articles, and documents with colleagues. Permissioned 
users can view, edit, and update notes and information 
within your workspace.

1.  On the menu bar located at the top of the screen,  
click  active workspace.

2.  Click open workspace dashBoard.

3.  On the gray toolbar located on the top left of the screen  
click  new workspace. This creates a file folder, which 
you can name. You can also add subfolders as your 
research grows. The General Information pane appears in 
the Sidebar, located on the right side of the screen.

4. To name a folder, click on a Workspace.

5. In the General Information pane, click .

6. Rename your Workspace and click .

7.  To allow others to access your workspace, click on  
a Workspace.

8.  In the General Information pane, in the User Permissions 
field, type the name of your colleague, and click ADD  . 

Workspace Dashboard with multiple workspaces
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Research Trail
The Bloomberg Research Trail automatically saves your 
research sessions and documents retrieved during 
those sessions. Bloomberg stores your Research Trail 
indefinitely so you may reference your research anytime.

To access your Research Trail, on the menu bar at the top  
of the screen, click  research trail.

Research Trail with previous searches and results

Bloomberg Law Reports
Bloomberg Law Reports provide in-depth legal analysis of 
recent legal developments in specific areas of law. The Law 
Reports provide an easy way for you to stay current and help 
you to recognize emerging issues within your practice area.  
To access the Law Reports, click  BloomBerg law reports 
on the menu on the left side of the screen. 

Bloomberg Law Reports for Securities Law
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Bloomberg Law Digest 
The Bloomberg Law Digest facilitates efficient legal research. 
It is a detailed index of legal topics in which cases, holdings, 
Law Reports, legislative and regulatory material, and other 
research materials are classified. Each legal topic also 
includes unique Points of Law with direct links to the lead 
cases supporting that legal principle. 

To access the Law Digest, click  BloomBerg law digest on 
the menu on the left side of the screen.

Law Digest with “Directors” selected
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Bloomberg Law Dockets
Bloomberg Law Dockets give you the freedom to 
use dockets as a proactive tool for your practice. Our 
superior and unrestricted search engine gives you 
access to an extensive database of federal, state, and 
selected international dockets. All content on the system 
is at your disposal from the moment of login.

To access the Bloomberg Law Dockets, click  dockets  
on the menu on the left side of the screen. 

  Search gives you streamlined access to the 
dockets. Sources, keywords, and specific search 
fields are at your fingertips in one location. 

  Breaking Complaints provide front-of-the-line 
access to just-filed cases in strategically  
chosen courts.

  Tracking gives you one place to find updates on  
all the cases you are following. 

  Requests consolidates your docket updates and 
document retrievals. 

  Analytics uses information from dockets to chart 
trends and patterns in litigation.

  Coverage & Pricing gives details on the breadth 
and depth of Bloomberg court coverage. 
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Legislative Watch
Bloomberg Law’s legislative solution provides faster 
and more efficient access to everything happening on 
Capitol Hill and in Albany.

Click  legislative watch to access the Bloomberg 
Legislative Watch menu on the left side of the screen.

  Hot Bill tracker: Makes it easy to identify important 
legislation and to navigate to other value-added 
content relating to those bills.

  Legislative Alerts: Track bills and related votes, 
committee reports, and other developments  
that impact your practice by legal topic or on 
individual bills.

  Easy-to-use advanced search options: Make it  
a snap to identify important legislation. Search or 
track by title, sponsor, committee, topic, industry, 
and more.

  Bill Analysis: Created by Bloomberg legal analysts, 
includes summaries, review of the legislative 
process, and links to related content.

  Bloomberg Law Reports Congressional Monitor:  
A comprehensive review of what moved in the 
House and Senate last week and what will be 
happening next week on the Hill.

  Custom Bill Headers: Links you to prior text versions, 
related bills, and other important information.

  All federal and New York state legislation, public 
laws, and codified law.
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Regulatory Watch
Bloomberg Law’s regulatory solution provides easy 
access to agency rulemaking. 

To access the Bloomberg Regulatory Watch, click  
 regulatory watch on the menu on the left side of  

your screen.

   The latest documents from the Federal Register, which 
can be sorted by agency, and the latest documents 
from the New York Register.

   Important upcoming dates: Track important compliance 
dates, submission deadlines, effective dates, and more, 
from an easy-to-navigate panel.

   Easy-to-use advanced search options allow you to 
search by agency, legal topic, industry, RIN, CFR 
section or part affected, and more.

   Rule Analysis: Created by Bloomberg legal analysts, 
includes detailed analysis of the regulatory process 
with links to source material, including comment letters, 
case law impacting rulemaking, and more.

   Bloomberg’s Administrative Law Report: Coverage  
of leading administrative law opinions, a litigation 
tracker with links to newly filed cases, and regulatory 
news.

   Custom rule headers: Links to all register documents  
in the rulemaking chain, including corrections, 
withdrawals, and other related documents.
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Customer Support
Bloomberg is committed to helping you. The outstanding 
level of customer and product support provided by 
Bloomberg ensures that you are always up-to-date with  
the latest features.

Contact our LIVE 24/7 Help Desk to receive immediate  
help when you need it most.

  +1 212 318 2800

  webhelp@bloomberg.net
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Notes



To find out about Bloomberg Law  
and to sign up for a demonstration,  
visit www.bloomberglaw.com.

Access live, 24/7 Customer Support  
at +1 212 318 2800.




